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Unicorn Dreams Stocking 
Hook size 4mm 
Yarn: Stylecraft Special DK in Candyfloss, Apricot, Lemon, Clematis, White, Sherbet, 
Spring Green, Fondant  and Wisteria. 
Yarn details : 100% premium acrylic yarn.100g = Approx 295 metres/ 322 yards 
This pattern is written in US terms 
US Terminology                                           UK Terms 
SC – single crochet    DC 
HDC – half double crochet   HTR 
DC – double crochet   TR 
SLST – slip stitch  
ST - stitch 
CH – chain 
(  ) – indicate all stitches to be made in one stitch. 
 

Make any 8 squares from the Unicorn Dreams Blanket. 

I choose 

these 8.  

 

 

 

I used the same flat braid join as in the original blanket. (See week 8 of the unicorn Dreams CAL for more detailed photos and the YouTube 

video). Layout out squares in the shape below. 

1. Use WHITE yarn. Starting in the top right chain space of the right unicorn square. CH5, SC in the next ST. * CH3. Skip a ST, SC 

in the next ST. Repeat across finishing with CH5 in the corner space. (14 CH3 loops made). SC in the next ST down the side of 

the unicorn square and repeat from *. Finish with CH5 in the bottom corner.  
 

2. SC in the 1st ST on the bobble unicorn square. **CH1, remove hook. Place hook under look grab yarn, CH2 , Skip a ST on the 

bobble unicorn and SC in the next ST. Repeat from ** until you reach the top of the square, CH3, remove hook. Place hook 

under CH5 loop on cross ST square, grab yarn, pull through, CH3 and make a SC in the 1st ST at the top of the bobble unicorn 

square. Repeat from Row 1 * across the top of the square and down the side.  

 

 

 

 

3. After the CH5 in the bottom left corner. Work across bottom of square in the same manner, SC, CH3, skip a ST until you reach 

the join. CH3, remove hook. Place hook under the loop, grab yarn and pull through CH3 and make a SC in the 1st ST on the 

bottom of the cross ST unicorn square. Repeat CH3, skip a ST, SC across. Finish with CH5 in the corner space. (2 squares joined). 

 

4. Joining the next 2 squares- . SC in the 1ST ST of the Lollipop square. * CH1, 

Remove hook, place hook under the 1st CH3 loop on the cross ST square. Grab 

loop and pull through, CH2. Skip a ST on the lollipop square and SC in the next 

ST.  Repeat from * across. 
 

 In the corner space, CH3, remove hook, place hook under the CH3 on the right 

corner on the bobble unicorn square. Grab yarn, pull through and CH3. SC in 

the 1st ST down the lollipop square. Repeat ROW 1*.to join the squares 

together. Once you have joined all the CH3 loops together and SC in the corner 

space. CH3, remove hook. Insert hook under the CH3 loop on the left corner 

of the cross ST square. Grab yarn, pull through and CH3. Make a SC in the 1st 
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ST on the moon square. Repeat from ROW 2* to finish joining the two squares together. Repeat in this manner until all 7 

squares are joined together. SEE GRID BELOW 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When joining the corner of the sweet square           CH3, remove hook. Insert hook under the left corner loop of the moon 

square and CH3. When you have joined the tree and sweet square together, CH3, remove hook and insert hook in that same 

corner loop on the moon square, grab yarn and CH3, then carry on working across the top and then down the tree square and 

to the end of the star square as in the same manner as previous manner. (7 squares joined). DO NOT FASTEN OFF YARN. 

5. Set the joined 7 squares aside. Join a new ball of WHITE in the corner of the heart square. CH5, SC in the next ST. * CH3. Skip 

a ST, SC in the next ST. Repeat across finishing with CH5 in the corner space. (14 CH3 loops made). SC in the next ST down the 

side of the unicorn square and repeat from *. Finish with CH5 in the bottom corner. SC in the 1st ST on the star square. **CH1, 

remove hook. Place hook under look grab yarn, CH2 , skip a ST on the star square and SC in the next ST. Repeat from ** until 

you reach the top of the square, CH3. Fasten off yarn. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Fold stocking in half. Using the end from Row 4 continue joining the squares together as in same manner as the other squares. 

Joining the squares together  as in the diagram below. On the  top and bottom corners of the hearts/tree squares Do not CH5, 

just carry on SC, CH1, remove hook, insert under CH loop, grab yarn and CH3 etc.  SLST in the 1st CH at the top of the stocking. 

(8 squares joined together in an “L” shape). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

START 
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7. Top of stocking. SLST into 1st CH3 space. (CH1- does not count as a ST throughout pattern, 2SC). Make 2SC in each CH3 space 

around. SLST in the 1st SC made to join. Fasten off yarn. 
 

8. Join CLEMATIS in any ST. (CH1, HDC), CH1, Skip a ST. HDC in the next ST. Repeat from * around. Finish with a SLST in the 1st 

HDC made. Fasten off yarn.  
 

9. Join SHERBET in any CH space. HDC, * CH1, Skip a ST and HDC in the next CH space. Repeat from * around. Finish with a SLST 

in the 1st HDC made. Fasten off yarn.  
 

10. Join SPRING GREEN in any CH space. HDC, * CH1, Skip a ST and HDC in the next CH space. Repeat from * around. Finish with 

a SLST in the 1st HDC made. Fasten off yarn. 
 

11. Join LEMON in any ST (CH1, SC) Make 1SC in each ST and CH space around. SLST in 1st SC made to join . Fasten off yarn. 

 

12. Repeat Row 11 using APRICOT. 

 

13. Join CANDY FLOSS in any ST. (CH1, HDC), Make 1HDC in each ST around. SLST in 1st HDC made to join. Fasten off yarn. 

 

14. Join FONDANT in any ST. (SC, CH3, SLST). Skip a ST and Repeat from * around. SLST in 1st SC made to join, CH30. SC in 2nd CH 

from hook and each of the remaining chains. Fasten off yarn leaving a long tail. Sew end to start of chain to create a hanging 

loop.  

Make a rainbow pompom. I did this by winding a third of each colour around the pompom maker. (Candy floss, apricot and lemon 

on the one half and spring green, sherbet and clematis on the other half). Sew onto stocking just below the band line. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


